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Abstract — The paper outlines some aspects of 
developing an information system for e-Health 
database administrators (DBA). This system is 
equipped with advanced database performance 
monitoring and prediction features and based on 
different captured metrics as CPUs, RAMs, HDDs, 
and other values as well as historical events from 
host cluster/nodes. The data are aggregated, 
processed and transformed to provide the 
developers, production and host DBA teams with 
timely, proper, and valuable information about 
existing issues. The graphical representation of 
critical parameters to the working instance is 
provided. The approaches to forecasting database 
performance troubles related to the degradation 
of its characteristics due to different cumulative 
effects are discussed.

Keywords — database, administration, 
performance, monitoring, dashboard.

I. INTRODUCTION
The digital transformation of health care has 
made medical information and services globally 
accessible. Healthcare networks include not only 
clinics and, doctor’s offices, but also multiuser 
medical environments and digital tools such as 
mobile health applications or personal devices. 
Accurate and efficient database monitoring of 
e-Health services is crucial to uninterrupted 
business operations, system intelligence and 
delivering life-critical services.

The complexity of modern e-Health services has 
led to more complicated database operation 
tests and complex collection of operational data 
using traditional embedded tools and strategies. 
Large, heterogeneous environments can have 

serious problems regarding their management. 
Additional challenges arise when considering 
multiple database platforms or/and multi-
database environments. Traditionally, e-Health 
database platforms are comprised of a variety of 
database types, the most popular of them being 
Microsoft SQLServer, MySQL, Oracle, and DB2. 
These platforms currently support thousands 
of databases. Therefore, the general goal is to 
design and develop a multi-database monitoring 
system for consolidating information into a single 
comprehensive view and ensuring consistently 
high database performance and availability.

The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 is 
comprised of the related works and motivation. 
Section 3 describes the proposed system and its 
key capabilities as well as an information panel 
for performance monitoring and visualization. 
The short discussion of mathematical models for 
DB performance prediction is given in Section 4 
followed by the conclusions in Section 5.

II. MOTIVATION
There are different monitoring tools, e.g., 
SQLSentry [1], System Center Operations 
Manager [2], Idera [3], SolarWinds [4], Quest 
Software [5], etc. At the same time, few of them 
work with multiple database platforms or/and 
multi-database environment and can supply 
cross-platform database administration. Thus, 
SolarWinds has an Oracle-specific and SQL Server-
specific monitoring tool [4]. A cross-platform 
database infrastructure monitoring dashboard for 
the Hanover was represented in [6]. All the same, 
E. Sarmiento [7] is noted that for both database 
platforms Oracle Enterprise Manager (OEM) 
with the SQL Server plug-in is a pain to manage. 
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Moreover, as it mentioned in [8], multiple separate 
tools cannot give the global view on performance 
problems and next steps in troubleshooting. 

At the moment, most Ukrainian healthcare 
information systems utilize the Oracle database 
monitoring tools in a limited mode. For health 
care purposes, data must meet requirements of 
high availability and safety. In this context, Oracle 
proposes a Real Application Cluster (RAC) which 
enables a quick view of one database containing 
multiple instances. In its turn, OEM allows the 
management of single instances of an Oracle 
Database and is available only as a licensed 
version, which reasonably excludes usage of 
complementary functions of diagnostics and 
tuning. Automatic workload repository (AWR) 
automatically writes all values to AWR Data 
snapshots. When OEM starts, it massively begins 
to read data values from AWR snapshots; thus it 
loads a central processing unit (CPU), HDD, RAM. 
Besides that, OEM contains different advisers for 
tuning DB to get maximum performance but they 
are not always doing it properly, for example, SQL 
executive plan can be changed after every call 
of SQL query, it depends on the amount of data, 
table structure (primary keys, foreign keys, and 
others), but these changes do not always give 
good performance.

There are two powerful tools available to 
administrators: First, OEM and their deep 
knowledge of a work inginstance. However, when 
dealing with RAC and more than one instance, it’s 
hard to get all instances working without proper 
and accurate information about DB, especially if 
there is the set of configuration parameters. In 
addition, there are different customized tools for 
database monitoring and scanning. One of the 
most significant challenges with all these tools 
is understanding of the massive amounts of the 
collected data. In many cases, unless the business 
users personally send the information to the DBA, 
problems with the application can go unnoticed 
up to the moment the system goes to restart after 
the critical state. Often this leads to a situation 
where the DBA draws in the database when there 
has already been a denial of service, reloaded or 
shut-down. Investigation begins with obtaining an 
inquiry (ticket) or SQL report from users. In general 
case, available OEM database monitoring tools 
withdraw current state and permit to look over 
historical data without comprehensive predictive 
analysis. In case of large, heterogeneous 
environments (as medical databases actually 
are) these tools are not highly-efficient so long 
as DBA can obtain notices (alerts) only after 
outputting tickets. Moreover, it is necessary to 
launch OEM on every launched instance to see 
statistics. Practically any embedded monitoring 

service can extract indicators and notify about 
issues with data, but the main challenge here 
is to provide information at the proper time and 
with the context explaining what indices lead to 
problems with a database. Users need a solutions 
allowing them to understand the real causes of 
bottle-necks in performance to find the source 
of the specific problem and solve it taking into 
account all system parameters (not only indexes 
of the database). These problems require new 
comprehensive methodologies enabling users 
them to gain a complete understanding of what 
is going on with the system and estimate the 
achievable performance with a given set of 
resources.

III. DESCRIPTION OF SYSTEM 
A. System overview 

Taking into account the complexity of the E-Health 
system, we propose an extended methodology 
for troubleshooting and performance that involve 
additional procedures for monitoring historical 
events, special prediction and optimization tools 
and techniques on the side of the database 
administrator [9]. A general scheme of our 
approach for database performance monitoring 
is shown in Fig. 1. The system is designed to 
gather reports of potential dangers and identify 
possible shutdown (denial of service, performance 
problems) and display information for users to 
support decisions in case of problems with the 
database, when the database performance is 
close to their limits or the database has already 
been a denial of service, reloaded or shut-down.

The main functions of the system are: 

• collecting operational data such as CPU, 
memory and disk space utilization,

• capturing the trend on the size of the database 
files;

• monitoring disk space utilization and do proper 
capacity planning; 

• database performance monitoring;
• forecasting database disk capacity based on 

historical events day/month/hours.

Proposed infrastructure for database performance 
monitoring consists of (1) a Database 
Performance Monitoring system including 
performance index database and (2) a Web/
Mobile application composed of dashboard and 
notification tools for informing about critical 
changes in indexes and/or data values.

For gathering backend statistics, we use PL/SQL 
scripts and bash scripts oh host OS. A graphical 
interface is designed with DHTMLX and HTML5-
based JavaScript interactive graphs; data are 
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uploaded using AJAX technology. A developed 
database performance monitoring tool is 
suitablefor both SQL Server and Oracle. 

The proposed system is useful in two scenarios 
that imply different processes: 

• Monitoring DB current status and DB activity. 
• Notification about the alerts for CPU workload, 

TOP SQL, capacity problem, tablespace, etc. 
• Notification about the possible troubles from 

historical data occurred over the same period 
day/month/hours.

The system collects vital information from the 
network environment and stores it. Customized 
reports with historical database metrics make it 
possible to analyze trends, determine whether 
critical resources are available and are over- or 
underutilized, and help to decide which capacity 
planning initiatives make sense. 

The gathering of database performance statistics 
is executed by native database tools. Existing 
Oracle features for diagnostic, optimization, 
performance, and workload stabilization in the 
database include (see Table 1) [9]: 

• Automatic Workload Repository (AWR). 
• Automatic Database Diagnostic Monitor 

(ADDM). 
• Automatic SQL Tuning. 
• Automatic Performance Diagnostics and Tuning 

Options. 

Figure 1 — A centralized monitoring approach for multi-database performance monitoring

Options Overview Limitation

AWR The AWR 
automatically 
captures 
performance 
metrics in a 
snapshot and 
allows to make a 
report based on 
the differences of 
snapshots [10]

Oracle Diagnostics 
Pack and 
Tuning Pack are 
required (addition 
licensing).
Only aggregated 
information is 
accessed. Some 
data can be 
‘omitted’ [11]. 
Performance 
tuning with ADDM 
can often involve 
multiple iterations

ADDM The ADDM 
tracks changes 
in database 
performance 
by leveraging 
the data in the 
AWR. It reports 
top problems in 
a snapshot and 
provides a holistic 
tuning solution 
[10]

Automatic 
SQL Tuning

The query 
optimizer 
generates the 
execution plans 
of the SQL 
statements [12]

Accessible 
from Enterprise 
Manager.
Do not guarantee 
the best execution 
plan

Table 1. Automatic performance diagnostics and tuning options
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The AWR is a repository of historical performance 
data where statistical data is collected and 
processed for problem detection and self-
tuning purposes. The gathered data is stored 
both in memory and in the database and can be 
displayed in reports and views [11]. By default, 
Oracle Database automatically generates sets 
of historical data for specific time periods 
(snapshots) once every hour and retains the 
statistics in AWR for eight days.

The ADDM automatically analyzes pairs of AWR 
snapshots and provides assistance in resolving 
performance problems. The ADDM works in three 
modes: analyze, diagnose, and recommend.

The Automatic Tuning Optimizer performs four 
types of tuning analysis: 

• Statistics Analysis;
• SQL Profiling;
• Access Path Analysis;
• SQL Structure Analysis.

When the Oracle database executes SQL 
statements, the query optimizer operates in two 
modes: a normal mode and a tuning mode [12]. 
SQL Tuning Advisor uses the Automatic Tuning 
Optimizer to perform an analysis. Optimizer 
statistics describe more details about the 
databaseand the objects in the database. These 
statistics are used by the query optimizer to 
choose the best execution plan foreach SQL 
statement [13] and include: 

• Table statistics; 
• Column statistics; 
• Index statistics; 
• System statistics. 

In real applications, the sizes of some tables may 
increase much faster than others while some 
table sizes remain constant. It is well known that 
queries get slower with additional data in the 
database [14]. In some cases, automatic SQL 
tuning does not guarantee the best execution 
plan. This means that troubleshooting and/or 
performance tuning by database administrators 
is necessary. Besides that, there are many other 
reasons for why the response time of a database 
could slow down, and expert knowledge is  
required to recognize and handle the problem. 
Therefore, when dealing with multi-database 
management system, the parameters of existed 
databases, hardware and software should be 
taken into account during the monitoring process 
to gain a complete understanding of what is going 
on with the system and estimate the achievable 
performance with a given set of resources.

B. Consolidated key capabilities 

To deal with multi-database management system, 
we developed a unified solution that meets the 
requirement of performance data and provides 
historical data sampling for Oracle DBA team, 
Application team, and Hardware team (Fig. 2). 
The system is intended for cross-platform 

Figure 2 — The consolidated decision for monitoring of medical databases
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database monitoring and performs the following 
operations:

• Real-time database monitoring in cluster/
node. It enables users to display a workload 
of every particular instance; inform about the 
performance of the database, automatically 
gathering statistics on pre-determined time 
intervals; update data with near real-time 
interactive time series graphs that minimize 
time to react to the upcoming issue. 

• Notification about the current state of vital 
DB and host metrics that can be personality 
configured by the problem, so it minimizes 
the restart database or application and loss of 
critical data.

• Automatic monitoring of infringements with 
preinstalled indicators. Various predetermined 
indicators are used for monitoring of critical 
components for problems and the collection of 
statistics of workload.

• Preventions of possible problems in 
the database (blocking, predicted and 
actual execution time for queries, records 
used, bottlenecks, low memory etc.) with 
opportunities of the set-up of threshold values. 
Notice of alarm is realized as alert and popup 
on screen, as well as sending of alerts by e-mail 
and mobile application.

• Collecting and storage of information on 
productivity in Database of Performance 
monitor database. This serves to provide 
generalized and detailed information on 
tendencies and diagnostics of productivity. 
Results of the comparison between data in real 
time and historical data can initiate mailing of 
notices and the notification.

• Group of key performance indicators of a DB.

With the offered scheme of information exchange 
(see Fig. 2), we provide a quicker response and 
ensure a predictionof different critical situations in 
DB to both the application developers teams and 
DBA on HOST. However, to change parameters 
or SQL execution plan, the coordination between 
the teamof developers and the BI users of the 
application is still necessary. Commonly, BI users 
of the application report system malfunctions. And 
only BI users of theapplication can inform accurately 
about when they see the result from the reports.

C. Database performance monitoring and 
visualization 

All troubled databases and their respective 
monitoring values and times are displayed on the 
dashboard. The task involves not only offering 
an optimal integration into existing e-Health 
processes but also obtaining a maximum of the 
ease of use. To meet these requirements, we 

propose the information panel for monitoring 
infrastructure of the cross-platform database 
includes various types of displays: bar chart, time 
series, line charts, pie charts (e.g., Read/Write, 
Send/Receive, Load/Free, etc.). We incorporated 
internal Oracle information and other metrics 
such as memory usage and CPU usage into 
the dashboard. Thus, the system displays the 
following specific database’s metrics as key 
decision support information to DB administrators 
and analysts:

• Disk I/O

These indicators display information about 
reading and recording from a disk(s) which are 
connected in OS. As we deal with different options 
of a configuration from just connected HDD, SDD, 
RAID, RAC there are possible different values 
of reading and record depending on hardware 
indicators. Values of this indicator depending on 
tablespace arrangement with tabular data can 
signal about the shortage of the place on a disk, 
or about a surplus of data what for a solution will 
demand to move them on more fast-effective disk 
with other technology, etc.

• Ethernet

Parameter describes the capacity in terms of how 
many users enter and how many leave data. Also 
from dens of an operating system, it is possible 
to watch the mistakes connected with sending 
packages to a certain port, address or page and 
from where there are inquiries, what POST/GET 
inquiries with what speed packages move. If it 
belongs in SSH, then it is possible to look through 
the logs on a brute force of passwords for users 
and blocking on IP.

• Memory/CPU

OEM shows DB consumption of itself (data come 
from AWR). For an operating system (OS) is how 
many resources are used by the process started 
under this instance. In addition, the statistics on 
all started processes (instance) is gathered for OS 
on RAM/CPU.

• Tablespace

On OS it is information about how many real 
engaged places are available at a disk, plus the 
forecast when the disk space and the limited 
indicators as speed, temp, a backup, etc. run out.

• Top SQL

The top processes on CPU, time execution, R/W 
are displayed.

• Active session

The number of active sessions (connections) to 
a DB which wait for SQL execution, or wait when 
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the table for start of SQL of inquiry is released 
DBA can use this data to understand their current 
strategy and determine what adjustments need 
to be made in the future. This information enables 
DBA to perform classification reports by their 
significance. Potential significant events are 
further classified as (1) urgent situations that 
require immediate intervention or (2) events that 
warrant in-depth analysis.

D. Web/Mobile APP Alerts 

The alerting system is based on three key 
algorithms that are used for the best understanding 
of the arising problems with databases: 

• Comparison with historical data 

This algorithm at each poll compares the current 
value of the variable with the predetermined 
threshold and reports when the value moves to 
their limits. Instead of generating an alarm signal 
every time when the value is close to threshold, 
the software analyzes historical data to reveal 
tendencies and real, constant problems.

• A deviation from normal

This algorithm uses the ability to estimate the 
general through the productivity of all network 
infrastructures. Instead of comparing the current 
productivity to the fixed threshold, the software 
uses historical data for establishment of whether 
this situation is typical for a particular day and 
time and then estimates whether the present 
behavior deviates accepted standards.

• Mode of forecasting of refusals 

The prediction mode is used to increase the ability 
of the DBA to respond to different performance 
issues. Grounded in history monitoring data, such 
as CPU, Memory, Storage I/O, Network I/O, etc. 

and query complexity for various data sizes the 
performance prediction models evaluate the query  
execution time and inform DBA about upcoming 
trouble event [16]. This makes it possible to 
identify risks and prepare mitigating plan.

Using these algorithms and applying drafting 
rules, the system can discover a loss of 
performance in a few hours of observation.

When critical errors are found, scripts send 
an e-mail to DBA with the notice of possible 
mismatches.

IV. DATABASE PERFORMANCE 
PREDICTION MODELS
At the moment, we have developed and 
implemented two approaches to forecast DB 
performance troubles closely connected with 
degradation of its characteristics due to different 
cumulative effects (congestion by the requests, 
exceeding time execution, etc.):

• Method of the control chart;
• Method of a hypothesis testing by calculating 

number of leaps in data.

A. Control charts

The control chart functions by the principle 
of the online monitoring which is widely used 
for detection of the emergence of shifts of 
the process with use of graphic display of 
characteristics of qualities which has been 
measured or calculated from a sample in 
comparison with number or time of selection. 
As the control chart EWMA is chosen (or the 
exponential weighted moving average) — this 
type of the chart, is used for monitoring of 
variables or attributes of data on the basis of 

Figure 3 — Performance dashboard screen shot (Demo available from https://turion.info/prm/ [15])

https://turion.info/prm/
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all history of the controlled process [17]. While 
other control charts process rational subgroups 
of selections individually, the chart EWMA traces 
the exponential weighted moving average of all 
previous samples. As the EWMA parameter can be 
considered as the average of all past and current 
observations, it is very tolerant of the assumption 
of normality. Therefore EWMA is almost ideally 
nonparametric (without distribution) [18].

B. Sign replacement 

The forecasting of the database performance 
pitfalls due to degradation, as well as the 
detection of performance issues related to urgent 
situations, need to answer the question about 
whether there is a trend in the time series or not. 
This is solved by statistical tests which demand to 
specify a modelof a trend.

From the results of previous research on the 
available databases, it is defined that standard 
statistical methods [19] do not provide a possibility 
of assessment of objective variability of observed 
properties, and in this case, traditional tests 
without structural features does not ensure 
reliable and consistent results. Tests produce good 
results in case of lack of correlation of counting 
of a time series on which the trend, and for rather 
large volumes of selection is imposed. Therefore 
as the generalizing characteristics of nonrandom 
variability, we use the following specifications [20]:

1) lengths of half-cycles of fluctuations of values 
of the studied sign (distances between 
adjacent minima and maxima);

2) amplitudes of fluctuations and gradients of 
change of values of sign (i.e. speeds of change 
of its values).

The number of points of sign change in the 
random sequences depends only on the total of 
elements of the sequence of N.

If N > 10, a statistical distribution of the number of 
points of the sign change is close to normal with 
mathematical expectation and dispersion
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It enables to utilize the tables of normal 
distribution at statistical check of a hypothesis 
of existence of a trend. Hypothesis testing is 
based on the comparison of the actual value of a 
number of points of the sign change of t received 
on the studied chart with its theoretical value 
M(t) calculated on (3). For obtaining probabilistic 
criterion, the difference between the actual and 
theoretical number is divided on 
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It is supposed that in the random sequence the 
value t and M(t) shouldn’t differ significantly; 
therefore, the probability of high values of the 
Z criterion, in the absolute value, will be small. 
As values of the Z criterion are distributed 
normally with parameters 0 and 1, in his size 
by means of tables of normal distribution it is 
possible to estimate probability received on 
the studied number of a deviation of the actual 
number of points of sign change from theoretical 
provided that a time series is random. If this 
probability is low (for example, less than 0.05), 
then the hypothesis about the random character 
of the studied time series is rejected and it is 
considered that it has a trend. The technique of 
checking the hypothesis on the existence of a 
trend by the number of leaps can be used in case 
the ordered sequence consists of two types of 
elements which conditionally can be divided on 
two groups of signs “+” and “–”.

Leap is the sequence of intervals within one type 
of the sign. For example, the sequence
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is divided into seven leaps

(++)(– – – –)(++)(– –)(+)(– – – –)(+).

The sequences of this type can be obtained by 
division of all values of the studied property into 
groups depending on their location relative to the 
median value. All values more than median will 
obtain the sign “+”, and all values less the median 
will be labeled as “–”. The number of leaps in 
the random sequences depends on quantity of 
elements of first (n1) and second (n2) of type.

Statistical distribution of number of leaps (u) in 
the random sequences asymptotically normal 
(which distribution aspires to normal at increase 
in the amount of selection) with mathematical 
expectation
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and dispersion
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As in the previous case, the actual value of 
number of leaps (u) is compared with theoretical 
value M(u) in the studied time series by criterion:
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Next, the probability of the Z value in the random 
sequence is determined from the tables of the 
normal distribution. If this probability is low, the 
hypothesis about the randomness in the studied 
sequence is rejected, and we considered that 
there is a trend.

As an example, have a look at the fragment of the 
time series in fig. 4.

Having drawn on a profile the line corresponding 
to median value (Me = 36), it is possible to divide 
observed values into two classes. In this case, 
the amount of values, lower median n1 = 9, upper 
median n2 = 8, and the number of leaps u = 6.

Then mathematical expectation and dispersion 
of a number of leaps for random series for n1 = 9 
and n2 = 8: M(u) ≈ 9.5; σ(u) ≈ 4. The value of the Z 
criterion is Z = −1.75, that corresponds to probability 
0.04. Thus, at confidential probability 0.95, 
hypothesis about the random changes of the studied 
parameter in this direction should be rejected. The 
trend in this case is established visually. 

Both considered ways is applicable for 
identification of conformities of a certain type. 
The local laws evoked by smooth changes of the 
studied properties can be effectively detected 
by the sign change while the “leaps” works 
better for overall changes typical to whole time 
series. Therefore for acceptance of a hypothesis 
about the trend existence, it is enough to have 
confirmation from one of the given ways, however 
existence in experimental results I type errors 
gives the grounds for development of other 
methods. At complex studying of the main metrics 
of a DB when several characteristics for the 
monotonous changing phenomenon are at the 
same time fixed, the hidden regularities should be 
revealed by means of other methods. 

V. CONCLUSION
The provision of ubiquitous database performance   
monitoring gives us the chance to learn about 
problems which are not connected with a specific 
instance. We can further explore these problems 
to find their cause — for example, perhaps other 
started instances are occupying resources 
and therefore it is on these instances there are 
unrelated problems resulting in poor performance.  

An important point of this approach is the 
deployment of the prediction and monitoring 
systems (as custom scripts and developing 
prediction model) within DBA tools. As a new 
contribution, we have shown how these modes 
can be efficiently implemented into a traditional 
troubleshooting cycle. When troubleshooting 
is forecast or analarm is triggered, the DBA will 
obtain an automatic notification (via e-mail, web- 
page, etc.) about the recent developments in 
order to take appropriate action.

The proposed tool is a voluntary reporting system. 
However, fluctuations of reliable indicators in 
changes of different reports must be analyzed 
with deep understanding about what is running 
and what is happening with data when SQL script 
are executed.

However, we understand that if we focus only on 
what is happening at the moment, in most cases, 
we will lose time and miss the most critical items 
explaining the real cause of a particular problem 
in SQL Server. Therefore, an extended forecasting 
approach concerning database performance will 
be presented as the subject of another paper. 
Different cases and troubleshooting forecast 
strategies will be discussed in cloud database 
applications as well.
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Figure 4 — Characteristics of a time series and checkpoint location relative to the median value
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